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We show that the Bessel distribution attached by Gelfand and Kazhdan to an
infinite-dimensional irreducible admissible representation of G=GL2(F ), where F is
a non-Archimedean local field, is given by a locally integrable function which is
locally constant on an open and dense set of G.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is a well known result of HarishChandra that the trace distribution
associated with an irreducible admissible representation of a reductive
group over a non-Archimedean local field is given by a locally integrable
function which is locally constant on an open and dense set. This function
is the character of the representation and such distributions appear in the
trace formula and are used to obtain local liftings between representations
of different groups.
Similar situations arise in the relative trace formula where Bessel dis-
tributions replace the trace distributions. In this paper we combine results
of H. Jacquet and D. Soudry to show that the GelfandKazhdan Bessel
distribution on GL2 behaves similarly to the trace distribution.
Let F be a non-Archimedean local field. Let G=GL2(F ) and let N be the
subgroup of upper unipotent matrices in G. Then
N={n( y)=\1 y1+ : y # F= .
Let F be a nontrivial character of F. For n # N, we define
(n( y))=F ( y).
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Let (?, V ) be an infinite-dimensional irreducible admissible representation
of G. There exists a non-trivial functional L : V  C such that
L(?(n) v)=(n) L(v) n # N, v # V.
It is well known that such a functional is unique, up to scalar multiples.
We call this functional the  Whittaker functional. Let (?^, V ) be the con-
tragredient representation to ? and let L be a &1 Whittaker functional on
V . Let S(G) be the space of compactly supported locally constant functions
on G. The GelfandKazhdan Bessel distribution is defined to be
J?( f )=(L, \( f ) L ), f # S(G).
(See Section 5 for the definition of \( f ) L .) Our main theorem in this paper
is the following:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a locally integrable function j? on G such that
J?( f )=|
G
j?(g) f (g) dg, f # S(G).
Remark 1.2. In Section 5 we choose a specific normalization of J? and
we set j?= j?,  to be the unique Bessel function associated with this nor-
malized distribution. It is possible to define j? without referring to J? and
we shall proceed in this way.
In Section 3 we recall the definition of j? and some properties of j? that
appear in [S]. In Section 4 we prove that j? is locally integrable using a
result of Jacquet and Ye [J-Y]. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.1, i.e.,
that the Bessel function j? that was defined in Section 3 gives the distribu-
tion J? . In Section 6 we show that J? can be approximated by distributions
that come from Whittaker functions. The results in Section 6 are not
needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Let O be the ring of integers in F and let P be the maximal ideal in O.
We denote by |x| the normalized absolute value of x # F, and we let q be
the order of the residue class field of F. Let dx be the Haar measure on F
which is self dual with respect to F . We set d*x=dx|x|. This is a multi-
plicative Haar measure on F*. For a function f # S(G) we let
(\l (g1) f )(g2)= f (g&11 g2), g1 , g2 # G.
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Let B be the upper triangular Borel subgroup of G, let A be the sub-
group of diagonal matrices. Let Z(G) be the center of G. Then
Z(G)=[diagonal(z, z) | z # F*] and we shall confuse z # Z(G) with
z=diagonal(z, z).
Let (?, V) be an infinite-dimensional irreducible admissible representa-
tion of G. Let L be a  Whittaker functional on V. We define
Wv(g)=L(?(g) v), v # V, g # G, (2.1)
and let G act on the space of these functions by right translations. Then the
map v [ Wv gives a realization of ? on a space of functions satisfying
Wv(ng)=(n) Wv(g), n # N, g # G.
We denote this space by W(?, ). We denote by |? the central character
of ?. Let
w=\01
1
0+ , a(x)=\
x
1+ , and n (z)=\
1
z 1+ .
Remark 2.1. For each W # W(?, ) we define W by
W (g)=W(wg*)
where g*=(gt)&1. It is well known that the space of functions
[W | W # W(?, )] is the same as W(?^, &1) where ?^ is the representation
contragredient to ?.
3. BESSEL FUNCTIONS
Let Nm be the subgroup of N defined by
Nm={\1 y1+ : | y|qm= .
Let (?, V ) be an infinite-dimensional irreducible admissible representation
of G. Let W # W(?, ). We define Wm # W(?, ) by
Wm(g)=|
Nm
W(gn) &1(n) dn. (3.1)
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We define
|
N
W(gn) &1(n)= lim
m  
Wm(g), (3.2)
when this limit exists. Note that when n [ W(gn) is integrable, this defini-
tion of the integral coincides with the usual definition.
Lemma 3.1 [S, Lemma 4.1]. If g # BwB then
Lg(W)=|
N
W(gn) &1(n)
converges (in the sense of (3.2)!).
For a fixed g, this limit defines a Whittaker functional on W(?, ) and
from the uniqueness of Whittaker functionals it follows that there exists a
function j? : BwB [ C independent of W, such that
Lg(W)= j?(g) W(I ), g # BwB, W # W(?, ).
Remark 3.2. Every g # BwB can be written uniquely in the form
g=n1za(x) wn2 where n1 , n2 # N, z # Z(G), and a(x) # A, defined as above.
It is clear that we have
j?(g)= j?(n1za(x) wn2)=(n1) (n2) |?(z) j?(a(x) w).
Lemma 3.3 [S, Lemma 4.2]. For any non-negative integer n0 there
exists a constant C?, n0 such that if |x|C?, n0 then
j?(a(x) w)=|
xz&2+1 # P n0
|?(z)  \xz&z+ dz.
Corollary 3.4. There exists a constant C? such that if |x|C? then
| j?(a(x) w)|M ||?(x)| 12 |x| 12
for some positive constant M.
Remark 3.5. The estimate for j?(a(x)) in Corollary 3.4 is the ‘‘trivial’’
(absolute) bound. We will see in Section 4 that by using a result of Jacquet
and Ye [J-Y] we can get a better bound. This will be crucial for proving
the local integrability of j? .
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Lemma 3.6 [S, Lemma 4.2(1)]. Let W # W(?, ) be such that the
function
x [ W \x 1+
belongs to S(F*). Then
W(g)=|
F*
j?(ga(x&1)) W(a(x)) d*x
for all g # BwB.
Corollary 3.7. Let W # W(?^, &1) be such that the function
x [ W \x 1+
belongs to S(F*). Then
W (g&1)=|
F*
j?(a(x) g) W (a(x)) d*x
for all g # BwB.
Proof. For g # BwB we define
MW (g)=|
F*
j?(a(x) g) W (a(x)) d*x.
It is easy to see that
MW (n1zgn2)=(n2) |?(z) M?^(n1&1)W (g)
for all n1 , n2 # N, z # Z(G) and g # BwB. Thus, it is enough to verify the
identity for g=a(x) w. Using Remark 2.1 and Lemma 3.6, this is a simple
calculation. K
4. LOCAL INTEGRABILITY OF j?
In this section we use a result of Jacquet and Ye [J-Y] to improve on
our previous bound for the Bessel function (see Corollary 3.4). we also
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show that the ‘‘absolute’’ bound (see Remark 3.5) holds for ‘‘absolute orbi-
tal integrals’’ of functions in S(G). Combining these two results we get that
the Bessel function is locally integrable.
For f # S(G) we define the ‘‘orbital integrals’’ (see [J-Y])
I1(a(x), f )=| f (n1za(x) wn2) (n1) (n2) |?(z)&1 dn1 dn2 dz
and the ‘‘absolute’’ orbital integral
I2(a(x), f )=| | f (n1za(x) wn2) |?(z)| dn1 dn2 dz.
The following theorem appears in a different form in [J-Y, Proposi-
tion 2.3]. However, the proof is the same and is omitted.
Theorem 4.1 [J-Y]. Let f # S(G). There exist positive constants C=Cf
and D=Df such that for |x|>C we have
|I1(a(x), f )|D ||?(x)| &12 |x| 14.
Corollary 4.2. There exist constants C=C? and D=D? such that for
|x|>C,
| j?(a(x) w)|D ||?(x)|12 |x| 14.
Proof. Let f =/K be the characteristic function of the maximal compact
subgroup K=GL2(O). Using arguments similar to those in [S, (4.5)] or in
the proof of [J-Y, Proposition 2.3], it is easy to show that for |x|>1 we
have
I1(a(x), f )=|
xz&2+1 # O
|?(z)  \xz&z+ dz.
Thus, by Lemma 3.3 we have that for |x| large j?(a(x) w)=I1(a(x), f ),
hence the corollary follows from Theorem 4.1. K
Proposition 4.3. Let f # S(G).
(a) There exists a positive constant M=Mf such that for |x|<M we
have
I2(a(x), f )=0.
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(b) There exist positive constants C=Cf and D=Df such that for
|x|>C we have
I2(a(x), f )D ||?(x)|&12 |x| 12.
Proof. We let
f (g)=|
NZ
| f (nzg)| ||?(z)| dn dz
Then f is smooth on the right, compactly supported mod NZ, and quasi-
invariant on the left under NZ. Let B=Bf be a positive constant such that
f (gn (r))= f (g) for all g # G and |r|<1B.
Then
I2(a(x), f )=|
N
f (a(x) wn( y)) dy
=|
| y| B
f (a(x) wn( y)) dy+|
| y|>B
f (a(x) wn( y) n (&1y)) dy
= f (a(x) w)+|
| y|>B
||?( y)| f (a(&xy2)) dy
where f (g)= | y| B f (gn( y)) dy.
If |x| is small enough then both summands will be zero and we get (a).
If |x| is large then the first summand will be zero. We let C1<C2
be positive constants such that f (a(r)) is supported on the set
[r | C1|r|C2]. Then we have that the second summand is bounded by
M ||?(x)|&12 vol[ y | C1<|xy2|<C2]
and we get our result. K
Our main theorem in this section is the following
Theorem 4.4. The function j? is locally integrable.
Proof. To show that j? is locally integrable, it is enough to show that
|
G
| j?(g) f (g)| dg<
for all f # S(G). Let $B be the modular function on B. Then dg=
$B(b)&1 dl b dn on BwN and $b(a(x))=|x|. So dg=|x|&1 dn1 d*z d*x dn2
and we have
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|
G
| j(g) f (g)| dg
=| | j(n1za(x) wn2)| | f (n1 za(x) wn2 | |x| &1 dn1 d*z d*x dn2
=| | j(a(x) w)| I2(a(x), f ) |x|&1 d*x.
Combining Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 we get that
|
G
| j(g) f (g)| dgD |
|x|>C
|x|&14 d*x<. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let (?, V) be an infinite-dimensional irreducible admissible representa-
tion of G with a  Whittaker functional L and let (?^, V ) be the representa-
tion contagredient to ? where V is the space of smooth linear functionals
on V. Let L be a &1 Whittaker functional on V . It follows from [J-L] or
[Go, Theorem 2, pg. 1.18] that we can (and will) normalize L so that if
v # V and v^ # V are such that either x [ Wv(a(x)) or x [ W v^(a(x)) has
compact support in F* then
v^(v)=(v^, v)=|
F*
Wv(a(x)) W v^(a(x)) d*x. (5.1)
Here Wv # W(?, ) and W v^ # W(?^, &1) are defined as in (2.1). The
assumption on the support is made to ensure that the integral converges.
If ? is unitary then this integral converges for all v # V, v^ # V , and defines
a nondegenerate G invariant bilinear form on V_V .
It is well known that ?^^$?. We identify V and V . For a linear functional
(smooth or not) T : V [ C and f # S(G) we define the linear functional
\( f ) T : V [ C by
(\( f ) T )(v^)=|
G
f (g) T(?^(g&1) v^) dg, v^ # V . (5.2)
It is clear that \( f ) T is a smooth linear functional hence we can identify
\( f ) T with a vector vf, T # V. We now define the GelfandKazhdan Bessel
distribution [Ge-K], J? : S(G) [ C, to be
J?( f )=(L, \( f ) L )=L(vf, L ).
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We can show that J? is independent of the choice of Whittaker functional
L if we assume the normalization (5.1). However, this will follow from
Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 5.1. Let v^ # V be such that x [ W v^(a(x)) has compact support in
F*. Then
|
F*
J?(\l (a(x)) f ) W v^(a(x)) d*x=|
G
f (g) W v^(g&1) dg. (5.3)
Proof. By definition, J?(\l (a(x)) f )=Wvf, L (a(x)). Hence, by (5.1) the
left-hand side of (5.3) is the same as (v^, vf, L) which equals (v^, \( f ) L ). By
(5.2) this is exactly the right-hand side of (5.3). K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We define the distribution J?, 1 on S(G) to be
J?, 1( f )=|
G
f (g) j?(g) dg, f # S(G). (5.4)
By Theorem 4.4, J?, 1 is well defined. We shall prove that J?, 1=J? .
Let f # S(G). There exists an integer m such that \l (a(x)) f= f for all
x # 1+Pm. Let / be the characteristic function of 1+Pm and let
W # W(?^, ) be such that W (a(x))=qm/(x) for all x # F*. We have
J?, 1( f )=|
F*
J?, 1(\l (a(x)) f ) W (a(x)) d*x
=|
F*
W (a(x)) \|G f (a(x&1) g) j?(g) dg+ d*x
=|
F*
W (a(x)) \|G f (g) j?(a(x) g) dg) d*x
=|
G
f (g) \|F* j?(a(x) g) W (a(x)) d*x+ dg
=|
G
f (g) W (g&1) dg.
Note that the G integration is in fact taking place on the open and dense
set BwB, hence we can use Corollary 3.7 to obtain the last equality. By
(5.3) this last integral equals
|
F*
J?(\l (a(x) f ) W (a(x)) d*x
which is just J?( f ). K
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6. APPROXIMATIONS OF BESSEL DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we show that the GelfandKazhdan Bessel distribution
can be approximated by Whittaker distributions. The main result here is
discussed in [A]. We thank the referee for valuable suggestions. The
current form of this section is due to the referee.
We shall keep the notations of Section 5. Let (?, V) be an infinite-dimen-
sional irreducible admissible representation of G. Let [vi : i=1, 2, ...] be a
linear basis of V obtained by putting together bases of the various K-types
of ?. (Here K is a compact open subgroup of G such as K=GL2(O).)
Let [vi*: i=1, 2, ...] denote the dual basis. We let Wi # W(?, ) and
W i # W(?^, &1) be the Whittaker functions corresponding to vi and v*i
respectively. (See (2.1).)
Lemma 6.1.
J?( f )=:
i \|G f (g) W i (g) dg+ Wi (e)
where the integral vanishes for all but finite number of indices i.
Proof. Let vf, L # V be defined as in Section 5 (see (5.2)). We have
vf, L =:
i
*ivi , (6.1)
where all but a finite number of the *i ’s are zero. The *i ’s are given by
*i=(vf, L , vi*) =|
G
f (g) W i (g&1) dg.
By applying the Whittaker functional L to (6.1) we get the desired
equality. K
Let T be a linear functional on V. Let f # S(G). We define the linear func-
tional \*( f ) T to be
\*( f ) T(v)=|
G
f (g) T(?(g) v) dg, v # V.
Lemma 6.2.
J?( f )=(\*( f ) L, L ).
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Proof. Let f # S(G). There exists f1 # S(G) such that f1 V f= f V f1= f
where f V g is the convolution of f and g. We have
(L, \( f ) L ) =(L, \( f1 V f ) L )
=(L, \( f1) \( f ) L )
=(\*( f1) L, \( f ) L )
=(\*( f ) \*( f1) L, L )
=(\*( f ) L, L ). K
Lemma 6.3.
J?( f )=:
i \|G f (g) Wi (g) dg+ W i (e)
where the integral vanishes for all but a finite number of indices i.
Proof. Using Lemma 6.2 we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 6.1.
K
Proposition 6.4. Let W # W(?, ) and define Wm # W(?, ) as in
(3.1). Let W # W(?^, &1). Then
lim
m  
(?(g) Wm , W ) =W (g&1) W(I ).
Proof. It is enough to prove the equality for g=I and all W #
W(?^, &1). Let W be in the subspace W0 /W=W(?, ) spanned by the
differences
?(n) W&(n) W, n # N, W # W.
Then W(I )=0 and Wm #0 for m large, hence the equality follows.
Since the Whittaker functional induces a non-zero functional on WW0
and since every non-zero functional on WW0 lifts to a non-zero Whittaker
functional, it follows that W0 has codimension one in W=W(?, ). Hence
W0=[W # W : W(I )=0].
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So it is enough to prove the equality for one function W # W such that
W(I ){0. We can choose W so that W(a(x)) has compact support in F*.
We have
(Wm , W ) =|
F*
Wm(a(x)) W (a(x)) d*x
=|
Nm
&1(n) |
F*
Wm(a(x) n) W (a(x)) d*x
If we set
,(x)=W(a(x)) W (a(x)) |x| &1
this reads
|
| y|q&m
(&y) \|F ,(x) (xy) dx+ dy.
We can apply the Fourier inversion formula to , (it is a smooth function
of compact support in F ) to obtain that the limit is ,(1)=W(I ) W (I ). So
the lemma is proved. K
We now come to our main theorem of this section. We shall prove that
the distribution J? can be approximated by Whittaker distributions. To be
precise, let W # W and let Wm be as in (3.1). We shall prove that
limm   Wm=W(I ) J? , when we view Wm as a distribution on S(G). In
other words,
Theorem 6.5.
lim
m   | Wm(g) f (g) dg=W(I ) | j?(g) f (g) dg, f # S(G).
Proof. Let Wvi and W vi be as in Lemma 6.1. Write
Wm=:
i
*mi Wvi
where, for a fixed m, *mi are all zero except for a finite number of indices i.
Since *mi =(Wm , W vi) , we have
| Wm(g) f (g)=:
i \| Wvi (g) f (g) dg+ (Wm , W vi) .
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It follows from Lemma 6.3 (see also the proof of Lemma 6.1) that
 Wvi (g) f (g) dg is zero for all but a finite number of indices i (independent
of Wm), hence
lim
m   | Wm(g) f (g) dg=:i \| Wvi (g) f (g) dg+ limm   (Wm , W vi).
By Proposition 6.4 this limit is
:
i \| Wvi (g) f (g) dg+ W(I ) W vi (I )=W(I ) | j?(g) f (g) dg,
where the last equality follows from Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 1.1. K
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